Are you? Cyber professionals come with different skills and interests. Learn more and consider a job in cybersecurity.

**Creative**

- Keep people from becoming victims of online attacks
- **Motto:** “People are the weakest link in cybersecurity.”
- **Job:** Cyber Behavioral Scientist
- **What the job is about:** Looking for ways to ensure people do not fall for cyber traps, such as phishing, scareware and pharming.

**Analytical**

- Find weaknesses in systems
- **Motto:** “There’s more than one way to do it.”
- **Job:** Penetration Testing/Vulnerability Researcher
- **What the job is about:** Analyze equipment, software, and more, to find weaknesses.

**Technical**

- Make hardware hacker proof
- **Motto:** “Put a cyber armor on, it’s dangerous out there.”
- **Job:** Information Assurance Engineer
- **What the job is about:** Making sure hardware in all forms is secure.

- Make software hacker proof
- **Motto:** “Build security from the ground up.”
- **Job:** Security Engineer
- **What the job is about:** Making sure software, video games and apps are built securely.

**Hunt down bad guys on the Internet**

- **Motto:** “Crime does not pay.”
- **Job:** Cyber Crime Investigator/Forensics
- **What the job is about:** Investigating the who, what, why, when and where of cyberattacks.

**Oversee the systems and everything connected to it**

- **Motto:** “Not on my watch.”
- **Job:** Security Administrator/Operations Center
- **What the job is about:** Troubleshooting and deploying incident responders at the first sign of trouble.

**Be an Internet first responder**

- **Motto:** “Cyber resiliency is key.”
- **Job:** Security Incident Responder
- **What the job is about:** Be the first to assess, and mitigate damage from cyberattacks.

You can build an exciting cyber career in...

- The U.S. Government
- Military and Intelligence
- Commercial and Hi-Tech
- International Markets

RaytheonCyber.com/TalentGap